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Thanks for God: not too low water-levels on the Danube in
2023.
… and thanks for the good preparation of the waterways to the
directorates,
there was not significant stoppage in our operational business.
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draft datas, 20.09.2023-05.11.2023. (dm)
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cargo quantity datas, 20.09.2023-05.11.2023. (mts/river unit)
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Area 20.09.2023. 05.10.2023. 10.10.2023. 30.10.2023. 05.11.2023.

Romania to Hungary 0mt -245mt -405mt -245mt 0mt
0% -23% -37% -23% 0%

Austria to Hungary -245mt -410mt -480mt -410mt -340mt
-16% -33% -41% -33% -19%



 1960s>pushing navigation

Constrictions on
Hungarian Danube

 leader shipping companies

 gauge Budapest:
 213 cm>good water-level

 Notwithstanding
 14! constrictions of waterway

 Hungarian regulation is to 
take recommendation of 
Danube Commission into 
consideration

 It is min. 120-150 m width!



 navigation in caravans with
river units on max. drafts

Shallow sections (fords) on
Hungarian Danube

 leader shipping companies

 lowest gauge Budapest in 
2023.

 46! fords

 it means ford in each 8 river 
km!



Closures make the situation worse.
These should be better organized, being more 

flexible to the actual traffic or being only partial
(sectional) or overnight passable closures.
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Serbia and Croatia Austria

measurement of water depth regularly
deepening of watercourse in 
rock-bottom areas: low water-

levels situation>extremely draft 
restrictions, avoiding grounding 

and sinking

Mohovo Wachau

buoy allocation

caravan beam (width) restriction

valuable improvement in river 
engineering, making Danube 

much navigable

(measurements of water 
depth in low water-levels 

condition)
there is not any improvement

Hungary

once a year?

several areas (Nagymaros, Nyergesújfalu, 
Budafok): dregging is not a solution 
anymore>excavation or blasting or 

removing

should be kept on Danube, in case there is 
not ice conditions

range of Budafok: below gauge Budapest 
250 cm only cigar formation>2 wide

Romania and Bulgaria

sometimes several weeks old datas
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								Romania and Bulgaria				Serbia and Croatia		Hungary				Austria

						measurement of water depth		sometimes several weeks old datas						once a year?				regularly

						deepening of watercourse in rock-bottom areas: low water-levels situation>extremely draft restrictions, avoiding grounding and sinking						Mohovo		several areas (Nagymaros, Nyergesújfalu, Budafok): dregging is not a solution anymore>excavation or blasting or removing				Wachau

						buoy allocation								should be kept on Danube, in case there is not ice conditions

						caravan beam (width) restriction								range of Budafok: below gauge Budapest 250 cm only cigar formation>2 wide

						valuable improvement in river engineering, making Danube much navigable				(measurements of water depth in low water-levels condition)						there is not any improvement
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Go ahead
and

make Danube much navigable
together!
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